Whitepaper
$SHIBARMY — $SHIB reward cryptocurrency

Earn the hottest meme cryptocurrency while holding $SHIBARMY
https://shibarmybsc.com
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Executive Summary
Our mission with SHIBARMY is to bring together and inseparably unite the Shiba Inu supporters under
one roof, which is rewarding for holders and $SHIB. We named our ambitious project and token
SHIBARMY, which launched on October 2021, it is a vetted, audited project that pays its holders 8% of
each transaction $SHIB BEP20 tokens as a dividend.
Our vision for this project and community is to become a go to name for all crypto enthusiasts around
the world, while offering a competitive DeFi product and state of the art technologies. Furthermore,
there is a constant need for education of newcomers in the space, and we want to help them by
providing in-depth explanations and support.
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Opportunity
The current mania around cryptocurrencies has opened up many opportunities to invest and obtain
massive returns of investment within a short timeframe.
With a market cap of more than $2,700,000,000,000 USD crypto will change lives and offers excellent
opportunities to create something unique and valuable. Established cryptocurrencies like $DOGE or
$SHIB offer many beneﬁts and receive public exposure making them a fun and potent investment in
this market.
They all share a big downside, their price potential is minuscule in comparison to new projects on the
Binance Smart Chain which can easily 100x-10000x their current price.
We developed the plan to combine both worlds of high price potential and the accumulation of
well-known meme coins, by creating the Shibarmy Reward Token, which enables our holders to earn a
big share of $SHIB.
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History and Team
We as a team have been thrilled for cryptos for years and collectively earned many experiences within
the last 12 month, especially towards Deﬁ and how to utilize the potential of smart contracts.
While we all joined the incredible ride of Shiba Inu at some point in the past, in September 2021 we had
a realization that we want to give everyone the opportunity to get into it too. The goal was to design a
rewarding new token on the Binance Smart Chain while afﬁliating ourselves with the #Shibarmy.
The Team is driven by experienced crypto enthusiasts from multiple ﬁelds, we are combining all it
takes to create new technology and promote it accordingly.
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Tokenomics and Development
I.Tokenomics
We deliberately designed our smart contract to support the goals we decide on as a team. Our
tokenomics are made with this in mind too.
Ticker: $SHIBARMY
Contract: 0x940230b6b7ef1979a28f32196a8e3439c645ba49
Total Supply: 100 000 000 000 000 (100 Trillion)
Rewards, Automatic LP Creation and Marketing
1% out of each trade is properly distributed toward automatically generating liquidity.
Dividend Distribution
8% out of each trade is distributed in $SHIB tokens.
Marketing
1% out of each trade contributes toward the SHIBARMY marketing wallet.
LP Locked for 1 Year:
https://www.team.ﬁnance/view-coin/0x940230b6b7ef1979a28F32196A8e3439C645BA49?name=Shib%20Army&symbol=SHIBARMY
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II.Development
Like any successful business we require marketing funds to
run our project, the contract will automatically redirect the
1% marketing funds to the marketing wallet. This is allowing
us to be extremely aggressive with marketing campaigns and
the excellent opportunity to grow fast and do manual burns.
We have laid out the Roadmap which is under constant
development itself. This way you can be assured that the
intermediate Plan is always up to date while maintaining a
view into the future of Shibarmy.
Our Reward Dashboard is the ﬁrst released product, and we
just ﬁnished our ﬁrst two Community Contests. They are
aimed towards social engagement and entertainment for the
community, while offering competitive and interesting
pricepools that are worth the efforts.
We focus our marketing around an expanding budget which
allows us to use multiple ways of attracting new investors.
Banner Ads, Advertorials, Press Releases, Youtube Videos and
Social Media Influencers are utilized and we will constantly
expand and test new ways to succeed
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Stage 1

Launch on PancakeSwap
Website launch
Marketing campaign
Audit

Stage 2

SHIBARMY airdrop
Litepaper release
Coingecko listing
Coinmarketcap listing

Stage 3

Website update
Dashboard
Various contests
Buyback

Stage 4

Manual burn
NFT minting
Whitepaper release
Partnership

Stage 5

Second buyback
Second manual burn
P2E game
More NFT series

Stage 6

Dev team expansion
Expansion to the Asian markets
CEX listing
Bringing use case to SHIBARMY
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NFTs
During the ﬁrst month, we developed an unique idea to bring value to the SHIBARMY Community and
give early investors an edge over others.
With the release of our ﬁrst NFT Series we laid the foundation to strengthen our project by dedicating
the generated funds to ﬁnance future development like Play 2 Earn Games and provide more Liqduitiy
to the project.
https://shibarmybsc.medium.com/shibarmy-and-our-ﬁrst-nft-release-faef06b42c66
We are working on more exclusive NFTs already and have joined forces with designers to bring more
diverse and quality content to this endavour.
By buying one of our NFTs you become a vital part of the Shibarmy Project and enable us to improve
the stability and longevity of this project.

P2E Shibarmy Games
In today’s digitized world, gaming has become increasingly relevant. The average gamer spends
playing in the digital realm. As gaming intersects with crypto, we are observing a modern
interpretation of the play-to-earn paradigm – dub it P2E 2.0.
In striking contrast to previous P2E games, where only the most competitive tournament players could
earn from it, every blockchain gamer earns by playing in the emerging crypto-powered version of P2E.
Shibarmy and the Shib-Universe will become a part of this development. We will be working with
established professionals to develop an entertaining and visual pleasing experience. This goes well
with our engagement on NFTs where we are able to establish a strong brand and designs.
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The Benefits
Our development towards more ways for our holders to earn including: NFTs, P2E Games, Giveaways
and Contest. This ensures that investing into $SHIBARMY is a longlasting pleasure.
Investors proﬁt from a growing project with long term goals:
You don’t need to stake or add liquidity to be properly rewarded.
We are using a dividend tracker token, which always calculates your earned $SHIB for you until you
claim it.
Our new website includes a Dashboard to easily maintain track of your rewards and to claim them
at any time.
Buying $SHIBARMY is quickest and easiest way to earn $SHIB on the BSC.
Having an experienced team combined with ambitious goals and the community in mind will allow
us to form a sustainable project for everyone.
Active socials and constant development updates.
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Conclusion
The Shibarmy Token and prosperous community represent the connection and support for the “Shiba
Inu Army” or Shibarmy and positions themselves at the top of reward tokens on the binance smart
chain.
It is worth checking out our socials and medium for further information and don’t hesitate to join our
Telegram group to acquire the latest information and chat directly with the community.
https://t.me/ShibarmyToken
https://twitter.com/shibarmybsc?s=21
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCaLMFOIqF5VHo4zVrIO_ydQ
https://shibarmybsc.medium.com/
https://www.reddit.com/r/ShibArmyBscToken/
Buy now on Pancakeswap
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